LEARN TO FUNCTION AS A TEACHER
2-Year Bachelor of Education (B.Ed)
2-Year Master of Education (M.Ed)
CHITKARA COLLEGE OF EDUCATION

We’re CHITKARA UNIVERSITY
You're talented, ambitious and career focussed. You're in the right place.

We're Gold
We're Gold when it comes to delivering consistent outstanding teaching, and positive
learning outcomes for our students. We encourage an open learning environment,
where students can extend their skills and knowledge by exploring their own
potential, and a cross-disciplinary learning.

We've Got Expertise
The greatest influence on student progression is to employ inspired and passionate
teachers working together to maximise the effect of their teaching on all students. At
Chitkara University, your degree is guided by some of the best minds in education teachers and technologists, researchers and people from the corporate world - to
bring their knowledge, experiences and real time war stories to the classroom for a
truly immersive applied education.

We're Engaging
You won't be lost in the crowd with us. Containing class size to increase student
achievement is an approach that has been long followed at Chitkara University.
Quality has always taken a precedence over quantity and smaller class sizes mean
we get to know you as individuals, thus, allowing us to offer better engagement in
tutorials, and more opportunities for your voice to be heard.

We'll Find You A Career
At Chitkara University, you can literally take your pick of degrees from a variety of
applied list of programs. With strong industry collaborations and associations, we
offer a real life learning that makes you more employable and relevant to the job
vacancies. Our career centre and student placement cell ensures that you get
meaningful and cushy placements post your education.

We’re Global
With more than hundred international partnerships that span across study abroad
programs, student exchange and course articulations, you are prepared to expand
your horizons and travel overseas for global exposure. We will prepare you for your
global stint and handhold you through the entire process.

We're In An Oasis
Chitkara University campuses, located close to the vibrant, thriving and prosperous
Chandigarh, combine a fantastic quality of life, cosmopolitan outlook, and excellent
employment prospects. The city is one of the most planned and contemporary cities
of modern India, and has been named among the top 10 hubs for tech jobs in India.

WELCOME TO
CHITKARA UNIVERSITY
PUNJAB
Chitkara Educational Trust established its Punjab campus in the year 2002 on the ChandigarhPatiala national highway which is 30km from Chandigarh. In the year 2010, Chitkara University
was established by the Punjab State Legislature under “The Chitkara University Act”. Chitkara
University is a government recognised University with the right to confer degrees as per the
Sections 2(f) and 22(1) of the UGC Act., 1956. Chitkara University, Punjab, is a multi-discipline
student centric campus with more than 10000 students.

EXPLORE
EXCEPTIONAL FACILITIES,
RESOURCES AND SPACE.

Our Programs are innovative and illuminating.
They derive their academic strength from strong
reputation and proactive industry collaborations
of Chitkara University.
Chitkara University has been at the forefront of higher education
in North India, and boasts of a learning environment that
represents a unique blend of distinguished faculty, brilliant
students with strong industry collaborations and extensive
partnerships with International Universities.
Our major academic programs are consistently ranked among
top 50 in the country, which speaks volumes about our enduring
commitment, strong academic heritage and innovative teaching
practices.
Chitkara University offers full-time Degree Programs in:
Engineering | Architecture | Art & Design | Business Hospitality
| Culinary | Media | Pharmacy | Health Sciences Education
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THE CITY
BEAUTIFUL

CHANDIGARH
A million people; infinite possibilities

Chitkara International School (CIS)
is Accredited by Quality Council of
India (QCI), assessed and found to be
complying with National Accreditation Board
For Education and Training (NABET) for
Quality School Governance.

THE TEACHER
EDUCATION ADVANTAGE:
A HIGH QUALITY, JOB-FOCUSED,
HANDS-ON EDUCATION EXPERIENCE
AFTER BACHELORS
Established in the year 2003, Chitkara College of Education is approved by National Council for
Teacher Education (NCTE), Jaipur, and duly recognised by the Punjab State Government. We aim to
provide an exemplary stepping stone to the budding teachers’ future success through a concrete
grounding in requisite skills and knowledge, which is channelized towards striving for teaching
excellence and creating exceptional leaders to transform the educational realm.
At Chitkara University, our NCTE approved Education B.Ed/ M.Ed Programs has been designed to
prepare Educators for the 21st Century schools in collaboration with leading K-12 North India
schools. Our uniqueness lies in strong internship opportunities through the program where
students learn to link theory & practice, and acquire necessary skills to teach effectively in a range
of classroom situations.

Our Education programs specialise in various teaching subjects and few of them are:
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

Commerce
Hindi
Science
Political Science
History
Public Administration
Economics
Home Science
Punjabi

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

English
Mathematics
Computer Education
Fine Arts
Physical Education
Social Studies
Geography
Music

ALTERING
THE DNA OF
LPHA
TEACHERS’

OUR EDUCATION PROGRAMS ARE
INNOVATIVE AND COMPREHENSIVE.
Altering the DNA of an αlpha Teacher was envisioned to meet the growing concern that teacher
education program has remained unchanged in terms of substance, experiences offered and
modalities adopted. It is a response to the need for well-prepared teachers in terms of ‘quality’,
which is the essence of the teacher education program.
The entire structure of the Teacher Education Program has been revamped and redesigned in
order to alter the DNA of existing teachers so that they can cater to the diverse needs of the 21st
Century learners, who have higher levels of digital literacy than their parents or teachers, and
demand the freedom to show their wild creativity. The 21st Century learners also termed as
Generation-Z and αlpha Learners (born after 1995 needs to be catered to differently).
In order to meet the varying interests of the Generation-Z and αlpha learners the concept of αlpha
TEACHERS’ was envisioned, who would be trained to build an effective learning environment for
the students and require the following skills to facilitate the above mentioned interests:
= Technical Skills
= Conceptual Skills
= Interpersonal Skills
The envisioned αlpha Teachers are being trained to meet the needs of the future generations by
following a cutting-edge pedagogy in the field of Education, like engaging & exposing the αlpha
Teachers to Google Classrooms, Webinars, Student Exchange Programs, etc. along with
facilitating rigorous internship in the Associate Schools. Workshops are also organised to keep
them updated with the latest developments in the field of education. Regular field visits are also
organised keeping in mind the close connection between school and the society. We believe, the
evolved αlpha Teachers would henceforth shape the future generation by taking the learners to
the zenith of learning.
The Teacher Education programs which are divided into semesters, provide intensive field
engagement of the students with our learning modules. The training is provided to the prospective
teachers in close collaboration with the schools during which they receive coaching and
mentorship from Program Curators of Chitkara College of Education. The hands-on training is
supplemented with expert talks by professionals from across the country so that the students
enter the teaching profession with skills and dispositions to help them become successful
teachers while receiving mentorship and training from the program curators.

LEARN TO FUNCTION AS AN
αLPHA TEACHER
WITH OUR PROGRAMS, MODULES AND
STRUCTURE
EDLearner:
Be an Enriched Learner

Learner as a Developing Individual
Learning and Teaching
Learning to Function as a Teacher

EDLearner

This module shall acquaint the αlpha
Teachers with the various aspects of
growth and development at different
stages, recognise the students on the
basis of type & trait theories, and differentiate among the learners based on their
cognitive abilities. Helps in developing the skill among the αlpha Teachers’ to differentiate
among the different learning styles of the learners. They shall get the understanding of
different types of learners based on the various theories as given by different
psychologists.

EDTutor: Be an Effective Teacher

Assessment for Learning

The αlpha Teachers shall get acquainted
Pedagogy Course
EDTutor
with the terminologies of Assessment
Innovatiove Tools & Techniques in
Teaching, Learning and Assessment
and Evaluation. Shall develop the
formative and summative tasks. Analyse
the levels of learning on the basis of
Bloom’s Taxonomy. Develop the skill of developing Rubrics. Conduct Action Research
during the intensive teaching practice. Develop the skill of performing the invigilation
duties, conducting various competitive examinations. They will learn to perform
Pedagogical Analysis keeping in mind the method, strategies, techniques and evaluation
strategies.

EDManager: Master School
Management Skills

Making Teachers Manager
Administrative leadership in Schools
Organisational Behaviour
Feedback & Re ections

EDManager

The αlpha Teachers shall get exposure to
unfold the function of the teacher as a
manager and shall perform various
duties like conducting parent-teacher
meeting, conducting various co-curricular activities in school. Sensitize αlpha Teachers
about the administrative leadership in schools. Develop the skill of record keeping and
learn how to deal with human resource.

EDExpert: Be an Educational Expert

School Leadership
The focus of this module would be to gain a
EDExpert
Language Pro ciency
‘feel’ of the multiple roles of a teacher and
Health and Physical Education
an understanding of the ‘school culture’. The
Library and Digital Technologies
αlpha Teachers shall get an experience of
handling classroom problems and get an
exposure to work as an Associate αlpha Teacher wherein they gain experience in organising
field visits for the students and interschool events. This module shall focus on making the
αlpha Teachers self-learners, reflective, expressive, collaborative professionals and digitally
competent.

EDMentor: Learn to be a Facilitator
The focus of this module shall be to
Gender, School & Society
EDMentor
Guidance and Counselling
understand the key concepts of gender, the
Creating Inclusive Classrooms
paradigm shift from women’s studies to
gender studies. The significance of gender,
power & sexuality in today’s scenario and
classroom teaching. Exposure to global and national commitments towards the education of
children with diverse needs. Guidance & counselling and creation of Inclusive Classrooms.

EDSocial: Reach out to the
Community

Basics in Education
Contemporary India and Education
Issues of Conservation & Environment
Regeneration, Arts and Aesthetics

EDSocial

The main area of concern of this module
shall be to sharpen the Issues of
Conservation and Environmental
Regeneration, Community Work and CoCurricular activities. αlpha Teachers would develop an interest in Art and Aesthetics which
would further help them in creating theme-based classrooms to make their lessons and
activities in the class more attractive to the students.

EDGlobal: Be a part of the Global
Community

EDGlobal

Global Connect, Student Exchange
Digital Literacy, Shaping for
IB, IGCSE & other National &
International Boards

The core of this module is to cognize the
Global connect and curriculum mapping of
different boards. This module shall train the
αlpha Teachers in dealing with Human
Resource Management in Schools. The soft skill training, ICT Proficiency, use of Twitter,
Facebook and WhatsApp for educational purposes, participation in Yahoo Groups, creation of
Blogs and Student Exchange shall be the major focus of this module.

EDProfile: Develop a Career Boosting
Profile

Human Resource Management
in Schools’ e-Portfolio
Construction, Interview
Preparation, Career Guidance and
Placements

This module shall grill the αlpha Teachers
for facing the interview panel, focus on
Resume Writing, help in imbibing the skills
for Placement and e-Portfolio Construction.
This will help them in getting exposure to career guidance.

EDProﬁle

TEACHER EDUCATION
@ CHITKARA COLLEGE OF EDUCATION
The B.Ed & M.Ed Programs at Chitkara College of Education have been designed to
nurture the αlpha Teachers to become facilitators and to create the understanding of
using innovative tools and techniques in teaching.

PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
The Programs in Education are designed to meet the national and international standards, and are
delivered by highly qualified faculty. The program have a balanced exposure to both academic and
on-job training, and will be a full-time courses, each of 2 years, include a compulsory internship.
Our intensive teacher training program focuses to enhance the language proficiency and digital
literacy of the αlpha Teachers thus catering to the needs of Generation-Z and Generation-αlpha
Learners. It provides αlpha Teachers with an opportunity to learn to function as a teacher under
extended school internship through scholarship mode. The programs harbour a ‘Growth-Mindset’
in αlpha Teachers to equip them with basics of child psychology, that nurtures them to become
facilitators and creates an understanding of using innovative tools and techniques in teaching. The
programs empower our αlpha Teachers to become globally adaptive, digitally competent and
instills language proficiency among them to become lifelong learners and researchers. The other
objectives of the programs are to foster enthusiasm and skills among our αlpha Teachers, so that
they are transferred beyond the walls of school to the communities. They also imbibe the spirit to
connect relationally, to inoculate αlpha Teachers to lead directionally and strategically, with
brilliant future.

OUR PEDAGOGY
Our unique pedagogy involves various innovative teaching, teaching-learning, assessment tools
and techniques used during two years of enriching experience, which ultimately is bestowed upon
our αlpha teachers to apply in their respective classes once they start functioning as teachers
themselves.
The Degree programs prepare αlpha Teachers for real classroom teaching and offers
opportunities for practical, hands-on experience and extended internship. Take advantage of this
experience to gain practical skills employers are looking for and open various avenues to career
opportunities. Academics at Chitkara College of Education keeps pace with workplace demands
and ensures that students are ‘work ready’ and in touch with what is expected by the Generation-Z
and Generation-αlpha Learners.
We deliver all our programs through various modes but primarily through faculty teaching, online,
offline, guest faculty, teaching practice mode, etc. Some innovative pedagogical practices used are:
Flipped Learning, Problem-Based Learning, Story Telling, Blended Learning & Comic strips.
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INDUSTRY ACADEMIA
COLLABORATIONS
Chitkara University offers a learning experience that improves your employment prospects. We
maintain close links with leading blue-chip companies and professional associations to deliver
most of our academic programs.
Strong corporate relationships also have a direct influence on our degree programs and have
resulted in our “industry ready” curricula. This ensures that our education is up-to-date and valued
by the future employers of our alumni.
Chitkara College of Education maintains a close links with leading corporations and professional
associations to deliver our programs through these alliances. We stay in touch with industry,
ensuring that our courses are relevant, practical and deliver the skills in demand allowing our
αlpha Teachers to hit the ground running. Some of our leading industry/school collaborations are:

RESEARCH
OPPORTUNITIES
@ CHITKARA COLLEGE
OF EDUCATION
Research at Chitkara College of Education is growing steadily. Few
of the research initiatives are:
= Issues and Ideas in Education: ‘Issues and Ideas in Education' is a
journal published by Chitkara University, and is UGC approved.
This journal has been cogitated with the Vision “To create a plinth
for Intelligentsia with the aim of creation and dissemination of
knowledge”.
= Mobile Learning @CCE: It is an endeavour to support the
‘Learning to Function as a Teacher’ and ‘School Internship’ by
providing the αlpha Teachers with the ‘Daily Teaching Nib’,
‘Monthly Value Nib’ and ‘Teachers’ Excel Sheet’ as a part of αlpha
Teachers’ Tool Kit.
- Daily Teaching Nib is an academic tip which fosters the αlpha
Teachers to use different pedagogies in their classrooms. This
will help to enhance their teaching practice experience and will
help in engaging the students in their classes positively.
- Value Foot Print is a life skill tip being provided to the αlpha
Teachers to support them in imbibing values and Life Skills in
their classrooms. This nib focusses on addressing the balance
which is required between rights and responsibilities among the
students.
- Teachers’ Excel Sheet is an in-house publication for excellence
in Teaching, Pedagogies, Learning and Assessments.
= Ph.D Program: The Doctoral Program in Education aims to
develop skills and educational research enquiry, in order to carry
out research that will contribute to professional knowledge and
practice. The requirement of the Degree includes coursework to
develop the knowledge and get expertise in both qualitative and
quantitative methods.
INTERNATIONAL LEVEL RESEARCH PROJECTS
Language Talkies is a Content and Language Integrated Learning
(CLIL) Training and Resource Centre developed under the
prestigious European Union (EU) funding for capacity building in
higher education under Erasmus+ Programme. This centre covers
the wide scope of Content and Language Integrated Learning (CLIL)
by crossing language barriers across the globe. This centre caters to
all forms of languages and communication whether verbal or nonverbal. Language Talkies has been divided into different zones and
encompasses all kinds of expressions whether scholastic or coscholastic i.e. through Theatre Art, Music, Visual or Performing Arts.

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
OUR PROGRAMS PAVE THE WAY FOR
αLPHA TEACHERS TO A BRIGHT FUTURE
Our αlpha teachers, once shaped, have abundant career opportunities and great placement prospects, in
a variety of work areas. They can work in the following areas:
= As a Teacher: Our αlpha Teacher can work in school education and higher education or can join any
corporate as a Trainer/Master Trainer after the acquisition of the skills that he/she acquires during
the program.
= As a Guidance worker: Our αlpha Teacher has the capacity to guide and support students and provide
them with the required help in regards to academics, personal, parental and social pressures.
= As a Mentor: Our αlpha Tteacher is imbibed with the skills to act as an advocate for students’ wellbeing and as valuable resource for their educational advancements.
= As a Researcher: Our αlpha Teacher, post the completion of the program, is well-equipped to identify
gaps in the teaching-learning process, find solutions and publish his/her research work.
= As an Educational expert: Our αlpha Teacher has the expertise in working with top-class educational
service providers functioning in the market, ranging from online course providers to online content
delivery providers.
= As an Examiner: Our αlpha Teacher develops an insight into how assessment decisions are made and
can work as an efficient examiner with educational institutions.
= As a Co-ordinator: Our αlpha Teacher is groomed to undertake the responsibilities of a department
head/Coordinator in schools managing the day-to-day challenges.
= As a Curriculum Developer: Our αlpha Teacher can easily take over the role of a Curriculum
Developer as our program develops the skill to Plan, Design, Organise, Manage and Implement an
academic curriculum.
= As an Administrator: Our αlpha Teachers are incorporated with advanced skills to support and move
beyond the classroom into an Administrative role that provides leadership for the entire school.
= As a Principal: Our αlpha Teacher is imbibed with the requisite skills, which would help him/her take
the position of Principals in their careers ahead.
= As a Data Manager: Our αlpha Teacher is trained enough to provide accurate data and up-to-themark interpretation of pupil information.
= As an Interview Panelist: Our αlpha Teacher is trained to ask intelligent and genuine questions in
order to develop a positive rapport with the interviewee.
= As an NGO Worker: Our αlpha Teacher can be employed by non-profit organisations to provide
children from low-income communities with high-quality education, enabling them to maximize their
potential and transform their lives.

STUDENT
LIFE
EXCITEMENT
DEFINED

There are countless opportunities to
get active and involved, engaged and
enriched, and we want you to become a part of
our diverse community of people who work
together to make an impact on the future and
have fun in the present.
With more than 20 student clubs and
organisations based on a wide range of academic,
cultural, and recreational areas of interest, you
can find a way to express yourself.
Join, lead, or start your own—the important thing
is to participate. Engaging with these
organisations builds strong connections with
fellow students, provides personal growth and
enhances your Chitkara experience.
Student life at Chitkara University is more than
just ardent toil next to a big pile of books.
The wide range of clubs and student associations,
as well as the surrounding environment, provide
memorable experiences ranging from culture to
extreme sports.

EXPLORE YOUR INTERESTS
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www.chitkara.edu.in
admissions@chitkara.edu.in
For more information about the University

give a miss call on 1800 267 1999
Admissions Helpline: +91 95011 05633

CHANDIGARH INFORMATION CENTRE
SCO 160-161, Sector 9-C | 160 009 | India
CHITKARA UNIVERSITY (PUNJAB)
Chandigarh-Patiala National Highway | Punjab- 140 401

